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Abstract. A theoretical study of the propagation of a plane wave in a material
with nonlinear responseis presented. •Ve start with the wave equation for an
isotropic, homogeneous,elastic solid with cubic anharmonicity in the moduli,
accountingfor attenuation by introducingcomplexlinear and.nonlinear moduli. A
heirarchy of equations, ordered in powers of the displacementfield, is developed.
Using a Green function technique,we solvethis set of equationssystematicallyfor
the displacement field at distance x from the source. We examine the influence of
propagation distance, sourcefrequencyspectrum, sourcedisplacementamplitude,
attenuation, and nonlinear coe•cient on the spectrumof a propagatingwave. The
displacementfield for varioussourcefunctionsis calculatedusingparameterstypical
of rocks.

Introduction

The purposeof this paper is to developand illustrate
a theoreticalframeworkfor investigatingthese problems that has conceptualclarity and is easy to imple-

In this paper we considerthe nonlinear interaction of
frequency componentsin large-amplitude elastic waves
in rocks. Compared to other, more orderedsolids,rocks
are highly elastically nonlinear. Becauseof the presence of structural defectssuchas microcracksand grain
boundaries, the effective moduli in rocks change dramatically as a function of stress. The ratio of third-

ment numerically. In the next section we derive the
equation of motion for the displacementfield from an
energy functional that is correct to third order in the
strain. We introduce attenuation into the description
of the displacementfield through a model in which the
displacementderivative has instantaneousand retarded

order elastic constants

(in time) components.This model is discussed
in the

to second-order

elastic constants

appendix. The resultingequation of motion for the displacement
field lets us classifythe forces that drive the
than in solidssuchas iron [Nazarovet al., 1988]. This
displacement
field as linear elastic, linear attenuative,
high degreeof nonlinearity means that frequency components mix and energy is transferred from the funda- nonlinear elastic, or nonlinear attenuative.
We solvethe equationof motion for the displacement
mental frequencies to sum and difference frequencies.
We are currently interested in three potential applica- field by developingthe solutionin terms of the exact sotions of nonlineareffectsin rocks. (1) We are inter- lution of the linear problem. Thus we employ a Green
ested in modelingof explosionand earthquakesources, function technique. We illustrate use of this technique
where we assume large amounts of energy are trans- in the generalsolutionsection,wherewe work through
ferred from the source frequency spectrum to higher the case of plane waves propagating with linear elasand lower frequencies. The received seismicfrequency ticity, linear attenuation,nonlinearelasticity(cubicanspectrum may be only distantly related to the original- harmonicity),and nonlinearattenuation. The analytic
sourcefrequencyspectrum. (2) We are interestedin structure of the equation suggeststhe following physcreating a low-frequencyseismicsourceby mixing two ical descriptionof the phenomena.(1) The systemis
high-frequencysources. In general, the lower the fre- initially disturbedby an external source,e.g., a transquencydesiredfor a seismicsurvey,the larger the source ducerat the origin. (2) The Greenfunctiondescribes
must be. (3) We are interestedin measuringnonlinear propagationof the displacementfield resultingfrom this

in sandstoneis typically orders of magnitude greater

disturbanceinto the interiorof the system. (3) In the

coefficientsof highly disorderedsolidslike rocks. Consolidation and saturation conditionscauselarge devia-

interior of the system, the nonlinearity acts on the dis-

tions in the measured nonlinear coefficients of similar
rocks.
Therefore
accurate measurement
of nonlinear

Green function works again to carry the displacement

terms can be a sensitive
saturation.

measure

of consolidation

placementfield to producean internal source.(4) The
consequencesof this internal source to the detector.

and

This physical picture lends itself to generalization.
For example, the retarded componentof the stressfield
is quite possibly characterizedby a spectrum of relax-

Copyright1994 by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.

ation rates [Day and Minster, 1984]. The Greenfunction for the correspondinglinear problem is relatively
complicated. However,there are well-knownprocedures
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for constructing an average Green function that faithfully describessuch a circumstance. This Green function can be insertedinto the relevantequationsin place
of the exact Green function with no other changesin
the structure

WAVE
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wherethe componentsof the strain tensorare givenby

-

o'7+

'

(5)

of the solution.

The section on specificsolution contains a description of a specific Green function for an infinite medium
and the resulting displacementcomponentsto first order in the nonlinearity. In the sectionof exampleswe
describe analytical and numerical results for nonlinear
wave propagation in two realistic physicalsituations. In
the first example we use a continuoussine wave source
to derive an analytic displacementto first order in the
nonlinearity. In the limit of low attenuation, these re-

For simplicity,we restrict ourselvesto the problemof
wave propagationin a single direction, the x direction.

Combining(1)-(5) and keepingtermsto secondorder
in the displacementfield, the equations of motion for

the displacement
field are [Gol'dberg,
1960]'
02•x

+•

sults agreewith thoseof Polyakova[1964]and others.
In the second example we use a broadband source to

+••(•+2•+•)•

study the effectof nonlinearresponseon seismicpropagation. A summaryof our conclusions
is given in the

•

+ • 0•

final section.

'
(c•)

Formulation

pSy
- • Ox
2 + Sy

of Problem

The derivation of the equations of motion for a homogeneoussolid, including first-order nonlinear elastic
terms and linear attenuation,has been describedmany
times. In order to be completeand to fix notation, we
sketcha synthesisof the derivationspresentedby Lan-

+(•+ 2•+ m)•0(Ou•Ouy)
OxOx '
(6b)
p• - • Oz•+ Sz

+(• + • + •)•

o• o• '

(•)

dau and Lifshitz[1959],Murnaghan[1951],Polyakova
Here S•(z,t) is •he externalsource•ha• ini•ia[es•he
[1964],and Green[1973].
response
of •he system.Theseequationsdescribea sysThe equationof motionfor elasticwavepropagation
tem havinglinearandnonlinearelasficiW(cubicanharis
moniciW).
In the frequencydomain an explici• Green function
where p is the density of the undeformed solid, ui is

canbe foundfor •he probleminvolvinglinearelasticity

and lineara[[enua•ion.Thereforedefineu•(z,w) and
the particledisplacement
alongcoordinatei, rrij is the s$(•,•) •.•h th•
i j componentof the stresstensor,and xj is the jth
coordinate.

Conventional

summation

notation

is used.

•(•,z)f_•
• •a•(•,
,
S•(•,z)f_•
a•' -'•'.
• •S•(z,w)e

The stresstensor is given by
OS

(7•)

(7b)

We introducea•enuat.ion by allowing•he spatialalerivawhereœis the internalenergydensityof a homogeneous, five of •he displacemen••o have a componen••ha• is
elastic solid. Including third-order terms in the strain, re•ardedin •ime (see•he appendix).We le•
the internal energy densitymay be written

œ_• +2 2luJ•
2_21uI
2+œ+2m
•I• 3
a- 2mI•I• + nla, (3)

0•,(•,•)
Ox • x(•)0•,(•,•)
Ox '

(8)

where
A

X(w)
- 1- 1- sgn(w)i•wrl
•'
(9)

whereA andtt aresecond-order
elasticconstants
(Lamd
coefficients);
œ,m, and n are third-orderelasticcon- A can be thought of as the fractional amount of the
stants(Murnaghancoefficients);
and I•, I2, I3 are the displacement
derivativethat is retardedin time (0 •
three invariants of the strain tensor'
A • 1), and r is the characteristic
dampingtime. In
the linearcasethe factorX(w) is equivalentto the com11 -- (ii ,

12-- (32
(22 (33
(23

(33
(13

(31

(11

(12

(21

(22

plex factormultiplyingreal toodullin the standardsolid
model of a seriesVoigt unit and spring [Nowickand

Ber•, 1972],that is, M • X(w)M, whereM is a mod-

I3 - det(ij,

(4)

ulus. We have made a generalizationof the standard
form by addingthe power y.
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To be more general,we couldallow the complexpart
of X to depend on the displacement component. By
making the assumptionthat v, v, and A are the same
for all displacementcomponents,we are making the assumptionsthat the dimensionlessmeasureof anelasticity Q of the systemis the same for both compressional
and shear waves and that both types of waves experiencethe samevelocity shift from low to high frequency.
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where

(13a)
(13b)

•3= 3(A
+22•
•+
2m)
(14a)
+ 2(œ+
•)
,

DefiningQ-X= -Im(x)/Re(x) [O'ConnellandBudi-

A+ 2•+m

ansky,1978],we find

? = 2(A+2/z)
'

Q-x_
sgn(w)Alwrl" (10) •
- 1-A+[wr[ 2•'
For v - 0, we find a constantQ result. For v • 0,
the linear moduli and Q have low- and high-frequency

- •/c•.

• - •/4.

(14b)

c• - (• + e•)/p. 4 - •/p.

Si = S[/(A + 2y), and 6 = w- w•. The linear terms
in the equationsof motion,(12a)-(12c), are on the left-

handsidein theoperators
g• andg•x. The righthandsidesof (12a)-(12c)havetwo kindsof sources,
the
externalsourcesSi(x,w) and the internalsourcesdue

limits. For low frequencies,
Iwrl << 1,

X(w) -• (1 - A) - sgn(w)ilwrl•A

2593

(11a)

to the nonlinearity.
To obtain a systematic Green function solution to

andQ-X -• sgn(w)lw•'l•A/(1- A). Forhighfrequen- (12a)-(12c), we usea parameter• (0 • • • 1) to keep
cies,[wr[ >> 1,

X(w) -• 1 - sgn(w)ilwvl
-v A

(11b)

andQ-1 .• sgn(co)lcorl-•A.
In bothlimitsthe linear
moduli have a small residual complex component. At
low frequency the real linear toodull are a factor of 1-A
smaller than at high frequency. The parameters A, v,

track of powers of the internal source. We expand the
displacementand sourcefunctions in powersof •;

u,(•.•) - ulø)(•.
•)+ ,u•)(•. •)+ ,•ul•)(•.•)+...,
(15a)

•,(•, •) _ •o)(•.•)+ ,•}•)(•.•)+ ,2•}•)(•.•) +...,
(15b)

and • may be derivedfrom measurements
of Q-• as a

where
f•ø)(x,w)is
theexternal
source
function
Si(x,w).

function of frequency.

In the examples we set • • i and consideronly cases

where
]u•n+•)l/lu•n)]
< i andtheexpansion
forui is
General Solution Using Green Function

convergent. The first few terms in the expansionof the
sourcefunction are given by

We write the equationsof longitudinal(L) and transverse(T) motion, (6a)-(6c), in the frequencydomain
by usingthe relationfor attenuationin (8), the Fourier
transformsof (7a) and (7b), and the convolutiontheorem for Fourier transforms. The equationsof motion
are

(16c)
(12b)

(16d)

(16e)
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S
u0

Ul

u2

etc. Equating like powers of r/, we obtain a hierarchy Figure 1
Pictorial description of Green function
of equationsthat allowsus to solvefor the displacement method.
r•hedispiacemerlt
isthesumofterms
ufield to any desired order'
u0+ux +u2+..., where u0 is the linear componentof the
displacementgiven by a Green functionpropagatinga
- -f?)(x, w),
gL-•(• ' •)½2)(•' •)
(17a) source.The first-ordernonlinearterm ux is givenby the
Green functionpropagatingtwo wavesfrom the source
)•, (•:' •0) --- -i?)(•, •), •- y,•.
gT- • (•:' •0
that interact with strength/3. The Green function then
(17b) propagatesthe result of the interaction. The secondNote that to solve for each successive order in the dis-

placement, we require knowledgeof all precedingso-

ordernonlinearterm u2 (for a compressional
source)
has two terms resultingfrom the Greenfunctionpropa-

gatingthreewaves:(1) all threeinteractwithstrength

lutions.Forexamplethesource
function
for u© is 5; or (2) two interactwith strength/3,propagate,and

interact with the third with strength/3. In both cases
the Greenfunctionpropagatesthe result of the interacEquations(17a) and (17b) canbe solvedanalytically tion to the point of observation x.
using the Green function that satisfies

determined
byu© u(•) U(y
© u?) u!© andu?)
•17•(x,co)g,(x,
x',co)- -5(x - x'),

, - L, T,

(18)

point x•, the integralon w• causesthe frequencyspectra
of the two wavesto interact with strength t3, the Green
and the appropriatevalueof k (kœ= w/cz, for u• and function propagatesthe resulting sourcefrom x• to x
kT = W/CTfor uy anduz). TheseGreenfunctionsare (the pointof observation),and the integralon x• sums
usedto solve(17a) and (17b)for the displacement
fields the resultsfor interactionsoccurringall along the wave
in the form of an integral over a product of a Green propagationpath. The solution has flexibility in that
function and a source function:
it worksfor an arbitrary source,allowingone to choose
an explicit Green function for a specificgeometryor an

u?)(x,w)
- /dxtg,(x,x',w)f?)(x',w),
•- L,T. empirical Green function derived from experiment.
(19)

The total displacementto order n in frequencyspaceis

Specific Solution

thesumofn terms
ui(x,w)
- u•ø)
(x,w)-Fu•)(x,w)-F
Specificsolutionsto (19) dependon our choicesof
, Green
... + ui('•)(x
,w), wherer/ --, 1 in (15a). For example
function and external source. We have chosen to

if Sy = S• = 0 and & = S(x',w), then the first two
study the samegeometry(an infinitesolid) and theretermsin u• (x, w) are
fore to use the same Green

function

for all of the ex-

amplesdescribedin the next section. Nevertheless,the
examplesapply to a broad range of problemsdepending
on the external source and the physical characteristics

•?)(•,•)

to be studied.

The solutionto (18) for the Greenfunctionof an infinite

medium

is

i
eiA•('"')l•:-•:'l
g,(x,x',co)2A,(co)X(co)
' • - L,T,

(•)

where

A,(co) The Green function method of solution has concep-

tual clarityandflexibility.Pictorially,(20a), (20b), and

theanalog
foru?) forapurely
compressional
source
are
illustratedin Figure1. We read (20b) from right to left
and relate the equation to u• in Figure 1. We seethat
the linear Green function acts on the sourceto propagate two separate waves from the source location to

n,(co)+ ia,(co),

(22a)

•'+•
t½,(co)
- k,V/
2[(1- A)2
+I,o•-I•]'(•b)
•,(,o)- Ik,IV/
• [(1- A)2+I,o•-I•]
' (•½)
•s -

x/'•:+l•l•zx •,
(1- A)+ I•1 •.

(22d)
(22e)
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The functions,•(w) and •(w), (22b) and (22c),de-

f dw'
ei[A:r'(w')+A•r(4')
--eiA•'(w)l:r

fine the dispersionrelation and the attenuation in the
system. IfA = 0, then ,• = k•, c• = 0 and we re-

ßC•.•r(w,w')F(w')F(0),

coverthe Greenfunctionfor propagationin an infinite
medium in the absenceof attenuation. The following

/ dw
•ei[A•,(w')+A•'(c•)
_

asymptoticexpressions
for ,•(w) and c•(w) can be derived:

.CœT(W,
w')F(w')F(qS),
[wrl << 1,
[wrI >> 1,
[wrI << 1,
Iwrl >> 1.

(27b)

(27c)

and

(•3)

At`(w')At`(O)[Az(w')+ A•(0)]
At`(w')+ At,(6)+ At,(w)

.x(,o')x(O)
x(•)
'

AswepassfromIw•-I• 1 through[wr[= 1 to [wr[> 1,
the normalized wave vector changesfrom one constant
value to a lower constant value, while the normalized at-

(•8•)

At(w')At(&)[At(ca') + At(O)]
At(w') + AT(O)+ At,(w)

tenuationchanges
from an [w[v dependence
to an [w[-v
dependence.

.x(.:')•(O)
x(•)
'

Given the Green function in (21) and the source
functionsin (16a)-(16f), the solutionfor the displacement field beginswith the terms involvingthe external

(•8b)

A•(•') + A•(,/,)+

sources
f•0)(x,w).Since
they andz directions
areidenticalbysymmetry,
wechoose
f•(ø)(x,w)
- 0 andwrite
f•(ø)(x,w)
andf•ø)(x,w)
assources
attheorigin
ofthe

(28c)

form

The resultsin (26a) and (26b) are arrangedin the
-2iX(w)A•(w)U•5(x)F(w), (24a) form of the product of an amplitude with a frequency-2ix(w)Ar(w)Uz5(x)F(.:), (24b) dependentenvelopefunction. For example,the ampli-

gø>(x,•) -

S•ø•(•,•) -

tudeproportional
to 7 in (26a)is proportional
to U•.,

where Uœand Ut are the longitudinal and transverse as it is due to two transverse waves launched by the
displacementfieldsproducedat the origin by the source, transversesource, and proportional to x, as the interand F(w) is the frequencyspectrumof the sourcewith nal sourceworks at all points betweenthe point of obunits
oftime.Substituting
f•ø)(x,w)into(19),wefind servation and the external sourcepoint x = 0. The
other amplitude factors can be understoodin the same
that the linear componentsof the displacementare

way. The envelopefunctionsE(x,w) describethe de-

(•)

cay of the amplitude due to attenuation. For exam-

•0•(•,•) _ V••,•(•I•IF(•),

(e•b)

•!0•(•,•)_

(•c)

strengthof the internalsourcedueto attenuationof the
transversedisplacement
fieldscausingthe source(the
factorexp{-[cq,co')+ •(•)11•1}) and attenuationof
the displacement
fieldbetweenthe internalsourcepoint

•?•(x,•) -

V•'•C•I•IF(•),
0.

ple, Ez•.(z, w) in (26a) contains
th• degradation
of the

Thesource
functions
f•x),(16b)and(16e),forthe •nd the pointof detection(thefactorexp-•(•)1•1).

In the limit of no attenuation,that is, X(w) = 1, the
by the lineardisplacement
termsin (25a)-(25c). These envelopefunctions become

first-ordernonlineardisplacementterms are determined
first-order source functions yield first-order nonlinear
displacementsof the form

E•(x, •:)-

u(•X)(x,
w)

•(x,•)t/y

2• k•:(kz,
2- k•)F(w,)F(6)ei
Jdw'
l•,
I'
(•)
'••(••)•(•,)•(•)
u=
•(k•-k•)l•l

ß(ei•wl•l
- eit•l•l)
,

,

(29b)

s•(••)_f d•'ak(a•ak)f%
+a•-ak)
where

Jdca'
ei[A•-(w')+A•-(q•)]l•rl
eiA•-(w)l•rl
2• i[AL(w')+
7•,•' 5--wherek' = •'/c. Note that the linear z dependence
of
.Cœœ(w,
w')F(w')F(O),

(27a) the amplitudesin (26a) and (26b) will cancelwith the
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x dependenceof the envelopefunctionsin all but the

longitudinal-longitudinal
waveinteraction(ELL).

Examples
Continuous Single-Frequency Sine Wave

As the first examplewe choosethe externaldriving
forceto be a continuous
single-frequency
compressional In Figure 2, we show the transition of the first-order
sinewaveat the originwith displacement
amplitudeU. nonlinear term from w0r << i to w0r >> I at three distances
fromthesource.
Thenormalized
u?)(x,t) values
That is, in (24a) and (24b), let Uœ= U, UT = 0, and
from (33a), (33b), and (33c)areshownas a functionof

-wo)-5(w
+w0)]. (30)
F(•) - a••i [5(w
Displacementoccursonly in the x direction.

w0•' for a sourcefrequencyof 10 Hz. The parameter
valuesare c = 6000 m/s; A = 0.2; y = 1; and x = 0.6,
6, and 60 km. Sincethe sourceis continuous,we chose
t = 0. The dashedcurvesin Figure 2 are the w0v << 1
results; the dotted curves are the w0r >> i results.

From(25a)and (7a), the lineardisplacement
is

In the absenceof attenuation(ax << 1) we havethe
familiar

result

U[ei[AL
(•o)lXl-Wo']
(-Wo)lZl+Wo
(31a)

ux(x,t)

Equation(31a) reducesto a sinewavemodifiedby an
exponentiallydecayingenvelopein both the high-and

u?)+ u(•
x)- Usin(k0lxl-wot)

•v•4 [1+•o•(•01•1•0t)]'

low-frequencylimits:

(34)

u•ø)(x,
t) • Ue-•'[•[ sin(kin- •ot),

(3lb)

where

km= kp = wO/CLV1- A,
k• = ko = •o/CL,

•
•

= •r = •r(•0•)•a/•(1= •s = •0(•0r)-•A/•,

zx),

(32)

to first orderin the nonlinearity.Thus the displacement
amplitudeof the 2w0harmonicgrowsas the squareof
the amplitude of the fundamental,the squareof the
frequency,linearly with distance,and linearly with the
material parameter fl.
For the casediscussedhere of displacementdue to a

compressional
sourcein the x direction,the equationof

From (26a) and (7a), the first-ordernonlineardisplacement is

u?)(x,t)--

x=60

km

•u•e
•1-2C•L(•O)Ixl
e-2'•L('"ø)l
•'1 102
4 [Ix(wo)AL(wo)l
x(O)
x=6

At lowandhighfrequencies,
(33a)reduces
to thesumof
a cosineat 2w0 and a zero frequencyterm. Both terms
are modified by attenuative exponentials.In the limit
wor << 1,

lO1

O.Ol

ß

o.1

x=0.6

(o1,c
lO
o

km

km

lOO

Figure 2. Attenuation dependenceof the first-order
nonlinear displacement. The normalized first-order
nonlinear displacementis shown as a function of w0v.

The solidcurvesare calculatedfrom (33a) at distances
x = 0.6, 6, and 60 km. The sourcefrequencyis 10 Hz,
A - 0.2, and u-

1. The value off

is varied. The

dashedcurvesare the low w0r limit, (33b); the dotted
curvesarethe highw0r limit, (33c). The crossover
from

in agreement
with the resultsof Polyakova
[1964].In

low to high w0r and the point of maximum attenuation

the limit w0r >> 1,

are at wor • 1.
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½!al., 1993],and5 - -106. In Figure3a the
motion(6a) may be easilyexpandedto includequartic [Mecgan
frequencyf is 3 Hz, and in Figure 3b the propagation
anharmonicityas well as cubicanharmonicity:
distance x is ]0 km. Attenuation is not included.

i Orou•(ou•
2 (ou.x•
3]

Broadband

Source

A seismicsourceproducesa broadbandfrequency
where • and 5 are measuresof the strength of the spectrum.
In orderto explorewhethernonlinear
effects
cubic and quartic anharmonicity,respectively. Given modifyseismicspectrasignificantly,
we choseUL - U
the equationof motionin (35), the second-order
source andU•, = 0 in (24a)and (24b) anduse

function
f?) becomes

F(•o)
- (ia;
- [2)
2'

•X(• •)[5Ou•ø)(x,•
Ox ')
0/d•'

/?•(x,•)-•
'

do"")X
(Z)• (ø)(x
Ox

(38a)

Ox
4

8x

8x

'

where • = w- w•-w".
In the absenceof attenuation, the sourcefunction(36) leadsto a second-order
nonlinear displacement:
'

t)-

+ k0

%10 6
E

[ - 5)Ixl
k0
4:
8

-8

lO

!

1

I

0o

I ! I III

lo

I

I

(a)-

I

i

i

i

1

i

1

1 02

Distance (km)

+ 3k0 9k0
i

1

i

I i i i i [

i

i

i

i

!

i

i

3

The interactions
producingthe displacement
of (37) are
illustratedin Figure 1. The second-order
nonlineardisplacementhascomponentsat w0and 3w0. The displacement amplitudegrowsas the cubeof the amplitude of

--

o

•10 -8

the fundamental and the cube of the frequency. At a

E

largepropagationdistance,the displacementamplitude
dependson the squareof • and the squareof the propagation distance. Note that the quartic anharmonic
coe•cient 5 mustbc of the order• in orderto make
a significantcontributionto the secondordernonlinear
displacement.From a literature study of velocityversus
pressuredata on a variety of rock types, this seemsto

be the case(5 • •)

_

if
2f
3f

-

lO

10

-

=
_
_
_

-12

I

lO-1

(G. D. Meegan,Jr., unpublished

I

I I I I II]

I

(b)I

-

I

lO0

lO1

Frequency (Hz)

data, 1993).
In Figure3 we showthe displacement
amplitudesof
eachfrequencycomponent
in (34) and (37). Figure3a
is a plot of the amplitudeat the sourcefrequencyand

Figure 3. Displacement
amplitudesfor individualfrequencycomponents.Attenuationis not included.Solid

ingto strainsof order10-e),c• = 6000m/s, • = -10 •

increasesas the fourth power of the frequency.

curvesare the amplitudes of the sourcefrequency l f,

long-dashcurvesare the amplitudesof the first harthe first two harmonicsas a functionof propagationdis- monic2f, and short-dashcurvesare the amplitudesof
amplitudeas
tance. Figure3bis a plot of the amplitudeasa function the secondharmonic3f. (a) Displacement
a functionof propagationdistance.The if amplitude
of the sourcefrequency.The first harmonic(2f) grows
decreases
slightly,the 2f amplitudeincreaseslinearly
linearly with propagationdistanceand as the squareof with distance,and the 3f amplitudeincreasesquadratthe sourcefrequency;the secondharmonic(3f) grows ically with distance. (b) Displacementamplitudeas a
as the squareof the propagationdistanceand as the function of sourcefrequencyat x - 10 kin. The 1f amfourth power of the sourcefrequency. The parameters plitude decreasesslightly, the 2f amplitude increases
usedin the calculation
areU = 5 • 10-q m (correspond-as the squareof the frequency,and the 3f amplitude
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as the externalsource[Yu et al., 1992].The transform
of (38a) is

z(t) -

.

PROPAGATION

(a)

5

(38b)

As shownin Figure 4, this choiceof external sourceis
band limited in time and hasa frequencyspectrumthat

is fiat for low frequencies
and fallsoff as w-•" for high

•

frequencies.
In Figure 5 we showthe displacementfield as a func-

6
ß

tion of frequencyresultingfrom a sourceproducingthe
frequencyspectrumof (38a). We calculatedthe re-

----

ceived frequency spectrum at four distancesfrom the

........

source(x = 1, 10, 20, and 40 km) with linearandfirstorder nonlinearterms taken into account,(25a) and
(26a). Figure5a showsthe evolutionof the frequency

0.1

x=l
km
x=10 km
x=20 km
x=40
krn

1

lO

lOO

Frequency (Hz)

spectrumin the absenceof attenuation.Figure5bshows
the evolutionof the frequencyspectrumwhereQ • 100.
We chosev, A, and v suchthat the model Q is approximately equal to the measured Q in central California
[Mayedaet al., 1992].The parametersusedin the cal-

i i ! i iii I

(b)-

-5

culationare f• = 40 Hz, U = 10-3 m (corresponding
to strainsof order10-e), cL = 6000m/s, /3 = -103
[Meeganet al., 1993],A = 0.05, v = 1, and v = 0.3
•0.4

I
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i

i

i

-

-

-
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-

•
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frequencycontributionto the spectrumbecomesmore
pronouncedas the wave propagates.

1
i

Figure 5. Displacementfrequency spectrum of a
broadband
source,(38a). The pulsepropagates
to x - 1
km, 10 km, 20 km, and 40 km, progressivelyproducing sumand differencefrequenciesthrougha first-order
nonlinearinteraction. (a) In the absenceof attenuation; (b) includingattenuation,Q m 100. The high-

! ! i ! iii I

(b)2

-o

3

E

4

=10-

<1o'

1 O-5
o.1

s. Clearly, higher frequenciesare being createdin the
nonlinearinteractionas a function of propagationdistance. Note especiallythe decreasein the roll-off slope
and cornerfrequencyin Figure 5b. The amplitudesof
sum and differencefrequency componentsdepend on
the competitionbetweengrowth with propagationdistance due to nonlinearity and decaywith distancedue
to attenuation. These resultsare in qualitative agree-

, , , ,,,,,I , , , ,, I,,I ! I I ,I,l,I
1

lO

lOO

Frequency (Hz)

mentwith the numericalresultsof Yu e! al. [1992]in a
study of nonlinear soil responsewhich concludedthat
nonlinearity enhanceshigh frequenciesat the expense
of intermediate frequencies.

Figure 4. Broadbandsourcefunction. (a) Time do- Conclusions
main,(38b),• - 40 rad. (b) Frequency
domain,(38a).
This sourcefunctionis time limited and hasa frequency
spectrum that is fiat at low frequenciesand falls off as

In this paper we have developedand illustrated a the-

w-2 at highfrequencies,
therebyproviding
a usefulide- oreticalframeworkfor investigatingthe nonlinearinteralization

of a seismic source.

actionof frequencycomponentsin large-amplitudeelas-
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tic waves. We derived the equation of motion for the
displacementfield to third orderin the strain, including
attenuation by allowingthe displacementderivativeto
have both instantaneousand retarded components. ¾Ve
solvedthe equation of motion by using the exact Green
function solution to the linear problem and developing
higher-orderdisplacementcomponentsin terms of the
exact solution. This method has conceptual clarity and
a high degreeof flexibility. It is a good approximation
to an exact solutionin caseswherethe energyshift due
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developa model of the behavior of the systemwhen the

strainfield (displacement
derivative)is coupledto an
internal degreeof freedomof the system. Our interest
is in materials

like Berea sandstone that are known to

have pervasivestructural defects,such as microcracks
and grain boundaries,which may be fully or partially
saturated with fluid. Viewed on a length scale large
comparedto individual defectsbut small comparedto
a wavelength,we find that the system'sdisplacement
responseto a force is delayeddue to the couplingof the

to nonlinearterms in the displacement
is small (less defects to the fluid. We model this delay in terms of a
than 10%), a limit that appliesto many geophysical spatial derivative of the displacementthat has instantaneous and retarded response.Thus, for example, we

applications.
We have illustrated

the use of the Green

function

rewrite(6b) as

technique in two examples.

(1) We solvedanalyticallyfor the displacement
field
produced by a continuoussingle-frequencysine wave
sourceto first order in the nonlinearity including attenuation and to secondorder in the nonlinearity in the
absence of attenuation.

We found that

the first-order

term, with componentsat twice the source frequency
and at zero frequency,growslinearly with propagation
distance and nonlinear coefficient and as the square of
the initial displacement and sourcefrequency. Asymptotically, the second-orderterm grows as the squareof
the propagationdistanceand the nonlinear coefficient
and as the cube of the initial displacement and source
frequency.

0(0%)
+(•+2t•
+rn)•xx
[(Oux

- '57 -57- % +

where ( is the dimensionlessrelaxation term governing
the retarded response,satisfying

r-b5-+ - zx
and r is the relaxationtime [Day and Minster, 1984].

The coefficientA is in the range 0 •_ A •_ 1. It may be
thoughtof as the fractionof the stressthat is retarded
(2) We useda broadbandfrequencysourceto study and might be expectedto scalewith porosityor some
the effect of first-order nonlinearity on seismic wave
measure of the defect density. For A - 0, the system
propagation. We found that frequenciesabove those
is not attenuative; for A - 1, all of the stressfield is
in the original sourceare generatedby the first-order retarded in time.
nonlinear interaction in the rock. The high-frequency
We solve for ( in the frequency domain; therefore
contribution to the total frequency spectrum becomes
define
ui(x,w) and (i(x,w)such that
more pronouncedas the wave propagates. After a few
attenuation lengths, the frequency spectrum is domi(A3)
nated by attenuation. Thus the relative effects of attenuation and nonlinear interaction vary with distance

•ti(;r,
t)-- •';K•ti(gC,OA)½-iwt
do:

from the source.

-

In the examplespresentedin this paper we used a sin-

gle Greenfunction,that of an infinite solid. Many other
applicationsof the Green function technique are possible with other Green functions. For example, one could
analytically solve for the Green function in a bounded
medium, or one could use an empirical Green function derived from a suitable linear experiment. Given a
Greenfunction,solvingfor the displacementfield to first
order and higherin the nonlinearityis straightforward.
In this manner, the important contributionsto the nonlinearity may be studied independently of each other.
The intent of this paper is to illustrate the breadth of
the Green function technique. Careful application to
physicalsituations is forthcoming.

Appendix: Attenuation
The driving forcefor the displacementfield is the di-

vergence
of the stressfield (1), and the stressfield is a
functionalof the strain field (the spatialderivativesof
the displacement).The intentionof this appendixis to

.

(^4)

Then from (A2)

•i(x,w)- 1-zx
iwr Oxo:)
'

(AS)

Otti(X,
•)__
•i(X,
CO)
__
(1-- A ) OUi(X'
O:)
(^•)
Ox

1- iwr

(2x

'

Withtheaddition
of•n arbitrary
power
ofwr,thecoefficient of the displacementderivativeon the right-hand

sideof (A6) is the X definedin (9).
We do not believe that this model has a deep connection to what is actually taking place in the system.
Rather, we wish to model the essentialelementsof the
behavior of the system in a way that is qualitatively
correct. Further, we do not expect that a singlerelaxation time r or a singleretardedfraction A will suffice

for carefulmodelingof real systems[Day and Minster,
1984].One may developan effectivemediumtheoryof
the linearbehaviorof the systemyieldingsuitabler(w)
and A(w) for suchpurposes.
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